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The Nuclear Encrg. Institute (NEI) Task Force on St=n Generator Programs developed the
Swam (ieneralor Program Guideline with o.crsight provided by the NEI Steam Gcnerator Issues
Working Group. e appreciate those indusir contibutors who re'i ewed and commented on
this doument '* improve its technical content and its clarity.

NEI also -. zshes to thank the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). EPRI. through the Steam
Ginerazir Strategic Management Project. developed the steam generator guidelines referenced in
this document.

NOTICE

Neither NEL nor any of its emplovees. members. supporting organizations. contractors. or
consultants make any warranty, expressed or implied. or assume an% legal responsibility for the
accuracy or completeness of. or assume anv liability for danages resulting from anv use of. an%
information apparatus. methods. or process disclosed in this report or that such may not infringe
pri%ately owned rights.
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NEI 9706 cstablishes a fiamework for structuring and strengthening cxisting steam generator
progras. Provied here are the fundamental elements expected to be included in a steam
gnzrator progran. These elements incorporate a balance of prevention. inspection. evaluation,
repair and leakage monitoring measures.

This guidine efers license to EPRI guidelines for the detailed developmzent of these
programatic atributes. EPRI will maintain these guidelines through the Steam Generator
Sategic Maagement Project (SGMP) onsensu process. Revisions to the EPRI documents
will follow the protocol as noted in Section 1.5 of this document. Other industry organizations.
such as hNSSS Owners Groups. may also develop guidelines for implementing steam genator
prgram cems. Development and revision of referenced documents shall follow a protocol
similar to th EPRI protocol.

The intent of this docume is to bring consistency in application of industry guidelines relative
to managing steam geeater programs. This document and those it references recognize the
need for flexibility within each plant-specific program to adjust for the degree of degradation
experenced an expected imrrovenents in techniques for managing tube degradation.

Section 1. introduction." provides a background. discusses regulatory interface. utilitv
responsibilities, and protocol for revision of the referenced EPRI guidelines.

Section 2. "Perfonnance Criteria." defines the performace criteria that utilities shall use to
nasure tube integrity. Meeting the performance criteria provides reasonable assurance that the
steam generator tubing remains capable of fulfilling its intended safetv function of maintaining
RCPB imegritv.

Section 3. "Steam Gnerator Program." discusses the ptogram elements and implementing
vuidance for strengthening existing steam generator programris.

Section 4. "Reports to NC2 lists required reports.
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1.1 PtRIOSE

The purpose of this document is to bring consistenc) in application of industrn guidelines
related to managing steam generator programs. The framework offered in this document
irncorpoaes a balance of prevention. inspection. evaluation, repair and leakage monitoring
measures. Additinalv. ths dument establishes performance criteria that utilities shl
use under the maintenane rule.

1.2 BACKGROUND

The program elements described in this document are evdence of the nuclear industrys
comnitmnt to safe and reliable steam generator operation These elements focus on issues
relative to the management and rerair of steam generator tubing. For over two decades. the
indusn has expended considerable resources developing guidance on structunng steam
gcnerator programs to meel the challengcs posed by continuing tube degradation.

Chemistrv control is an example of the industrys commitment o the resolution and
managemnt of steam generator degradation. By the mid-! ,7')s. utilities were plugging
tubes at a rate that would exceed steam generator 40-yea! li- design margins. The dominant
damage form at that time was tube wastage. The industry corrected this by changing to an
all-volatile water chemistr; control. his. however. resulted in conditions conducive to
corrosion of the carbon steel support plates. which led to tubing deformation as a result of
denting and cracking with the same unacceptable rate of tube plugging. The industry.
working through EPRI. met these challenges by implementing steam generator programs
with aggressive improvements in control of secondarv-side water chemist-v and upgrades in
seconlary-sidc equipment. thus essentiallv eliminating both wastage and denting. The
indutry incorporated these successftzl programmatic strategies in the EPRI Secondary
W-at. r Chemistry Guidelines and associated supporting documents.

These chemistry guidelines have proven to be the cornerstones of the industrv's effort to
maintain acceptable steam generator performance. Over time. the industrys steam
generator programs have matured to include improvements in programmatic features, such
as non-destructive examination. primary-to-secondan leakage monitoring. and degradation-
specific management. Building on the collective expertise of the industry. the EPRI Steam
Generator Strategic Management Project (SGMP) oversees the maintenance of these
guidelines. to incorporate technological and programmatic improvements.

1.3 ITIuT RySIoNSIBILITIES

Each utilit-. shall adopt the performance criteria contained in Section 2. The performance
criteria are Il) Stmctural lnteLritv. (2) Accident-induced Leakage and (3X Operational

I
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Lcakage. Further. each utility shal evaluate existing program elements against those

&escribed in Section 3 and rvise and strngthen. where necessary, to meet the intent of this
dcument and t referenced EPRI guidelines.

The steam generor program shall includc the following elements:

* assessment of potential degradation mechanisms
* ampection

* integity asscssnt
* maintenace xd repairs
* prinmary-to-secondary leakage monitoring
* secondr-, Si& water chenistry
* primary-side ater chemistry

foreign material exclusion
* maintenance of secondary-side integrity
* self assessment
• NRC reporting

Section 3 furher discusses these program elements.

1.A REGULA-TORY REQUIRMENTS

The following section addresses NRC requirements that licensees should include in the
devcloprent and implementation of the plant-specific steam generator program.

1.4.1 1 TR Part 50 Appendix A, Genera Design Criteriafor .uclear Power Plants.
and Appendix B. QualiyAssurance CriteriaforNucear Power Plants andFue
Reprocessing Pants.

Geinei! Design Criteria (3DC) 1. . 4. 14, 30, 31 and 32 of 10 CFR Part 50.
Appendix A. define requirements for the reactor coolant pressure boundary (RCPB.
with respect to structural and leakage integritv. Steam generator tubing and tube
repairs constitute a major fraction of the RCPB surface area. Steam generator
tubing and associated repair techniques and components. such as plugs and sleeves.
must be capable of maintaining reactor coolant inventory and pressure.

10 CFR 50. Appendix B. establishes qualitv assurance requirements for the design.
construction and operation of safcty-related components. The pertinent
requirements of this appendix apply to all activities affecting the safety-related
functions of these components: these include. in part. inspecting. testing, operating
and maintaining. Criteria IX. XI. and XNl of Appendix B apply to the steam
generator tube integrity program.

n
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1.42 10 CFl 50.65 Makcne Rse

lnder t mintenance nie. utilities classify steam generators as safety-related
componetsa because they are relied on to remain ftmcrional during and after design
basis events. The performance criteria in Section 2 of this document shall be used to
demonstrate at the condtion of the steam generator is being efkctively controlled
though the perfomane of appropriate preventive maintenance" (Maintenance Rule
§4aX2)). This guideline and the refenced EPRI guidelines define a steam gencrator
program tha provides the appropriate preventive maintenance that meets the intent
of the maintenanec rule.

Steam generators are to be monitored under §(a $2) of the maintenance rule agaihst
indtqr-establis performance criteria. If the performance criteria are not met. a
ca determination of appropriate depth shall be done and the results evaluated to
deternine if goals shoud be established per a)(1 1) of the maintenance rule. Section
3.3. "Integrity Assessment." provides guidance for cause determination. Cause
detemination should identify the cause of the failure or unacceptable performance
and whether the failure was a maintenance preventable functional failure.
NITMARC 93-01 [Referene 1] offers guidance for implementing the maintenance
rule should a utility elect to incorporate additional monitoring goals beyond the
scope of this document.

1.43 10 CFR § 50.72, Immediate Notication Requirementsfor Operating Nuclear
Power Reactors, and § 50.73, Licensee Event Report System

Failure to meet the perfornance criteria should be assessed to determine if it results
in degradation of safety barriers. If so. the reportig requirements of §50.72 (b)(2Xi)
and §50.73a)(2Xi) or (ii) should be reviewed to determine applicability.

14.4 Plant Technkal Specifications for Prmary-to-Secondary Leakage

Plant technical specifications include a requirement to shut down when the plant
exceeds an established threshold of primary-to-secondary leakage.

1.5 PREPAKATION ND REVtO-.sN PROj rcOL FOR EPRI GUIDELINES

Some of the EPRI guidelines referenced herein are directive in nature and the utility shall
meet the intent of the guidelinc. Other EPRJ guidelines are non-directive in nature and may
be used by utilities as general guidancc for structuring steam generator program elements.
The pmtocol noted here ..pplies to the directive EPR1 guidelines.
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At an inteval not to exced o years. the EPRI Nuclear Power Council 'NPC) will
cOtve a utiltycomrut s) to reviewthe applicable EPR guideline document to
decrmin the need for revision.

Comfittee members include utilitv prsonnel. supplemented. as appropriate. bv
conswams, NSSS vendor and otr suppier and'or service vendor personnel. all with
equal voinr nrghts The members will have expeTise relevant to the particular aea being
addkrscd. Thee committees are responsible to. and under the charter of, a utility sponsor

oup that bradly rer tes the management of the plants to which the prepared guidance
is picable. There will be an EPRI staff member on the committee, usually the
chairperson. who will be a non-voting member. The NPC will approve the membership on
the comnittees.

The directive guideti referenced herein are:

* PWR Steamn Generator Examination Guidelines. [Reference 2]
a PWR Primrv-to-Secondary LeakGuidelines. [Reference 31:
a PWR Secondary fater Chemistry Guidelines. [Reference 41: and
* PWR Primnay Water Chemistry Guidelines. Reference 5].

The requirements in the directive EPRI guidelines represent a consensus of the committee
and are experience-based in that the are achievable with available technology.
Requirenents vvill be incorporated into the EPRI guideline dncurnents when it has been
successfully demonstrated that the requirement can be applied in operating plants.

Once the comnittee prepares a final draft, it is circulated for broad industry review. The
committee then resolves all conments generated as a result of the review and prepares a
final document to be approved and issued by the sponsor group.

The non-directive. how-to EPRi guidelines will be revised in a manner deemed
appropfiate by the committee originating the guideline. If at some point in time these
docunents become directive in nature. thev will be handled via the formal committee
approach described above.

The non-directive guidelines referenced herein are:

a St CearGenerator Tube iegrity Assessment Guidelines. [Reference 61:
' In-Situ Presstre Testing Guidelines. [Reference 71;
* PWR Steam Generator Tube Plug Assessment Document. Reference 8]: and
* PWR S!eeving Assessment Docuntent. [Reference 9].

WKhen a committee revises a directive EPRI guideline. utilities w%ill modify their steam
generator programs accordingly. Utilities should reflect program revisions in plant
prncedures for the upcoming refueling outage if that outage is greater than six months

4
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awav. If the next Tefueling outage is less than six monts away. the utility rna delay
incorporating appropriat changes until the following refueling outage.

2. F@C TI

The stean genea perfomance critena described below identifY the standards against
%rhich performane is to be measured. Meetg the performance criteria provides reasonable
assurance that the steam generator tubing remains capable of fulfilling its specific safety
function of nmaiaining RCPB integrity.

Performance criteria used for steam generators shall be based on tube structural integrity,
accident induced leakage. and operational leakage as defined below.

2.1 STRUCTURAL INTEGRY PEIFORMANCE CRITERION

The stuctural integrity performance criterion is to:

Esawe steam generator tubs will maitain adequate mwgin agains burt
wier normal andpostukted accident condionsfor the operating cycle.

The stuctural perfortnance criterion is based on ensuring that there is reasonable assurance
that a stean generator tube will not rupture during normal or postulated accident
conditions. Section 3.3 of this guideline establishes the essential elements to meet this
performance criterion.

The EPRI Steam Generator Tube lntegrity Assessment Guideline iReference 61 offers
guidance for the evaluation methods, margin, and uncertainty considerations used to
detennine tube integrity. TBe non-probabilistic methods of Reference 6 include margins of
safety against gross failure or rupture of the tubing. These margins are consistent with the
safety factor margins implicit in the stress limit criteria of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code.

The robabilistic method of Refemnce 6 is based on satisfying the conditional probabilities
Oi :-JUCd rube rupture due to postulated accident loading conditions, including known and
unknown degradation mechanisms. The conditional probability limits are:

* <5 x 1 0( per year that one tube ruptures during an accident-

* <2.5 X O- ' peryear that two to 10 tubes rupture during an accident, and

I A tube rupture or burst is a gross failure of the tube such that the formation of a priman -to-secondarn opening
with an area affiliated to that of a double-ended -illotine breakoccurs

5
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a _-I x 103 per year that more than 0 tubes rupture during an ac.ldent.

The conservatism in thes limits provides reasonable assurance for meming the stated
performance crtetion.

2-2 AcCw*T-1NtcwE LEAKAGE PERFORMANCE CRITERION

I'e accident-induced performance criterion is to:

Ensure AO she potentielprinary4o-seconday leal rate during limitng
pos1r4dedeven* w.i:

a not exceed the tal norma makeup capacitv ofthe prmary coolwz system;
and

X not xce ed the offsite radiological dose consequences, per 10 CFR Part 100
guideijes, and te radiological consequences to control room personnel per
GDC-19.

The prected leakage of degraded steam generator tubes following an accident must not
result in the associated radioactivity releases to the environment exceeding specified
values. This criterion is specified in terms of dose to the maximum exposed individual
offsite and dose to control room opertors. Potential accident induced leakage is defined in
a ptant's licensing basis. Changes to the licensing basis require appropriate regulatory
reviews.

As a defense-in-depth measure, a maximum leakage limit is additionallv imposed in this
performance criterion. The projected leakage must not exceed the normal reactor coolant
system makeup capacity. As used in this docunent. normal makeup capacity refers to the
ability of tit makeup system to maintain reactor coolant system inventory without manual
or automatic actuation of engineemd safeguards features. Manual starting of redundant or
standby pumps may be credited as normal makeup capacity if plant procedures provide for
the additional pumps.

In lieu of calculating offsite and control room doses for each condition monitoring and
operational assessment evaluation. utilities may detemine a maximum allowable accident
leakage limit based on plant-specific meteorology, dose-equivalent iodine limits, and iodine
spiking considerations. This leakage limit would result in offsite and control room doses
that meet the performance criterion and that are within normal makeup capacity. Once
determined, the rnmxitmum allowable accident leakage would serve as a derived criterion
against which the postulated accident induced leak rate would be compared.

6
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23 OflRATIONAL L[M GE PEO1MAINC[ C5TERION

The operationa eaWge performance criterion is to:

Esawe tAs tAt operutionalpdmyo-secondary leakae limilfor any one
sw grrus doe not cx wd 150 GPD.

Plant technical specifications include a rcqwrement to shut down v%ithin a prescribed time
period whn the plut exc an esblished hreshold of primary-to-secondary leakage.
The prirary-to-secondan leakage limit referred to in the peformance criterion is 150
gallons per da GPD) at room temperature conditions from anv one steam generator. In
addition. sinct some types of tube degradation may propagate rapidly o rupture. plants
shoud initiate shutdown when the eak rate increase exceeds 60 GPD over a one-hour
period. This measurtment should be confirmed using a qualitative method (e.g., steam
generator blowdown radiation monitors, main steam line monitors, etc...).

3. STEAW

The purpose of a steam generator progrm is to ensure tube integrity. The program should
contain a balancec of prevention. spection, evaluation and repair. and leakage monitoring
measurs. Licensees shall document the program through plant procedures. The major
program elements are discussed below.

3.1 ASSESsmENT oF POTENTIAL DEGRADATION MECHANISMS

LicenSeCS shall perform an assessment of both existing and potential degradation
mechanisms. The assessment shall address the reactor coolant pressure boundar within the
steam generator, e.g.. plugs. sleeves. tubes and the components that support the pressure
boundary. such as secondary-side components. The assessment shall consider operating
experience from other similar steam generators. The assessment shall also consider
engineering analysis of tiie degradation mechanisms.

The purpose of the assessment is to identitv degradation mechanisms and for each
mechanism identified:

a choose techniques to test fur that degradation based on the probability of detection and
sizing capabilitv:

a establish the nurnber of tubes to be inspected:

a establish the structural limits: and

* establish the flaw growth rate.

I
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the idenificatio of these pwwmes allows a utility to establish the inspction or repair
criterion before an outage. If a plint identifies a nc degradaton. or if the measured
parameters change. sch as growth ae. the plant may need to adjust lytical parameters
dining an inspection as the condition monntong or operational assessment dictates.

The asennt of pmtenial degradation mechanisms affects both the inspetion and
tuctura components of the program. The inspection component identifies the technique's

capabilty. icuing detection probability. sizing capability, and measuement uncertainty.
It will also identify the samping stategy. The stictua component applies the infonmation
gathered fron the inspction with flaw growth rate projections to establish the repair limit
and/or cycle length

To condut an effective inspcion. the utility should integrate the structural and inspection
componen. EM Steam Generator Tube Jnegr4y Assessment Guidelines (Reference 6]
and EPRI PWR Steam Generator Eamination Guidlines [Reference 2J provide guidance
for assessment of potntil degrdaton mechanisms.

31 INSl ION

Each utility shall plin inspections according to the expected tube degradation and follow the
inspection guidelines contained in the latest re'vision of the EPRI PWR Steam Generator
Exwmination Guideines [Reference 21.

Some of the important featurcs include:

* sampling using either a prescriptive approach or a perfornance-based approach

* obtaining the infornation necessarv to develop degradation assessments. e.g.. condition
moiitoring and operational assessments

a qualifying the inspection program h determining the accuracy and defining the
elements for enhacing svstem performance, including echniquc. analysis. field analysis
feedback, human performance and process controls

33 TuaE I-mGMrT ASSESSMENT

Licensees shall assess tube integrity after each steam generator inspection. The purpose of
the integrity assessmcnt is to ensure that the performance criteria have been met for the
previous perating period (e.g.. condition monitoring). and will continue to be met or the
next period (e.g., operational assessment) The EPRI Steam Generator Tube ntegrity
Assessment Guideline Refercnce 61 offers guidance f., the evaluation methods. margins.
and uncertainty considerations used to determinie tube integrity.

K
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The choice of an evalution method to *erif tube integnty will depend on the uncertainty
surrounding the particula degradation being assessed which can be highly dependent on the
availability of data. tilities may use activities suci as in-situ pressure testing or pulling
tubs to supplement the tube ntegrnt analysis. Reference 6 provides guidance as to when
to conduct in-situ prure testing to address past operating period perfornance. The EPRi
In-Situ Pressure Testng (uidehines [Referec 71 provide guidance on screening criteria for
candidate tube sclectim, as well as for test methods and testing parameters.

If a license detrmines that the suctural integrity or accident leakage performance criteria
hav not been stisfied during the prior operating period. an evaluation of causal factors for
failing to meet the criteria shall be performed. in this event. the licensee is required to
noif the NRC as discusd in Section 4

For an unscheduled ispection due to primary-to-secondary leakage. the tube integrity
a nssment need ony addrss thc degradation mechatism that caused the leak, provided the
interval between scheled inspections is not lengthened.

Licensees shil complete a tube integrity assessment for the next operating cycle uithin 90
days after srup. Completion of this assessmnt may not be possible due to the complexity
of the analysis within the 90 day period. In this case. a preliminary assessment is cceptable
as an intenm measure. There should be reasonable assurance that the performance criteria
will not be exceeded prior to conpleting and submitting the fimal assessment.

The completed assessment shall be submited to the NRC within 1 months following the
completion of the inservive inspection. Appendix D provides the content of this assessment
report.

3.3.1 REPAiR Lttrts

Licensees shall establish tube repair limits for each active degradation mechanism.
Tube repair criteria shall be either the existing technical specification through-wall
(TW). depth-based criteria (i.e.. 40%,1 TU for most plants). a voltage-based repair
limit per Generic Letter 95.05. or other altemative repair criteria (ARC). If licensees
choose to develop and implement an ARC, they should follow a steam generator
degradation-specific management (SGDSM) strategy. Reference 6 provides guidance
for developing an ARC.

For plants experiencing a damagc forn or mechanism for which no depth sizing
capabilitv exists. tubes identified with such damage are repaired/plugged-on-
detection and intcgrity should bc assesscd. Note: Plug-on-detection" is not
considered an ARC.

I.
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3.4 MAINTENANCE AND RErAiRs

Licensees shall qualify and implemcnt repair methods in aciordance with industry
standards. The qualification of the repair techniques shall consider the specific steam
generator conditions and mockup testing. The purpose of the repair is typically to remove
degraded tubing from service. thereby redefining the reactor coolant pressure boundary.

Licensees shall clearly identify engineering prerequisites and plant conditions prior to
performing the repir. Process controls shall be identified to ensure proper performance of
the repair including the consideration of post maintenance testing. Additionally, licensees
shall perform a baseline inspection of the repair consistent with the latest revision of the
EPR PWR Steam Generator Examination Guidelines [Reference 2].

The EPRI PWR Steam Generator Tube Plug Assessment Document [Reference 83 and the
EPRI PWR SlEeving Assessment Document (Reference 9] provide finther guidance for
maintenance and repair of tubing.

3.5 PIMARY-TO-SECONDARY LEAKAGE MONITORING

Licensees shal establish primary-to-secondary leakage monitonng procedures in accordance
with the EPRJ Primary-to-Secondar, Leak Guidelines [Reference 3]. Licensees shall
initiate plant shutdown in a controlled and timely manner prior to exceeding 150 gallons per
day (GPD) or when the leak rate increase exceeds 60 GPD in any- one-hour period. This
measurement should be confirmed using a qualitative method (e.g., steam generator
blowdow,n radiation monitors. main steam line monitors, etc...).

Primary-to-secondar, leakage monitoring is an irportant defense-in-depth measure that
assists plant staff in monitoring overall tube integritv during operation. Monitoring gives
operators information needed to safely respond to situations in which tube integrity becomes
impaired and significant leakage or tube failure occurs. Additionallv. operational leakage is
an important tool for assessing the effectiveness of a steam generator program. Plants shall
assess any operational leakage to determine if the leakage is expected or unexpected.

Appropriate training shall be provided for personnel who respond to primarv-to-secondary
leakage events.

3.6 SECONDARY-SIDE WATER CHEMISTRY

Each utilit- shall have procedures for monitoring and controllinz secondary-side water
chemistry to inhibit secondary-side corrosion-induced degradation in accordance wNith the
EPRI PR .Secondary Wlrer Chemistry Guidelines [Reference 41.

I0
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This program should establish, as a minimum:

• contol parameters:

* a sampling schedule for the control parameters and action levels for these parameters:

* procedures used to measure the values of the control pararneters:

* secondan sample points. including monitoring the discharge of the condensate pumps
for evidence of condesr in-leakage;

* procedures for the recording and management of data:

* procedures for defining corrective actions for exceeding control parameter action levels:
and

* procedures identifving the authority responsible for the interpretation of the data and the
sequence and timing of administrative actions required to initiate corrective action.

3.7 PMARY-SIDE WATER CHEMISTmY

Each utlity shall have procedures for monitoring and controlling primary-side water
chemistry to inibit pimarv-side corrosion-induced degradation in accordance with the
EPRI PWR Printarv Water Chemistry Guidelines [Reference 5].

This program should establish, as a minimum:

* control parameters:

• a sampling schedule for the control parameters and action levels for these parameters,

• pocedures used to measure the values of the control parameters;

* primary sample points;

• procedures for the recording and management of data:

• procedures for defining corrective actions for exceeding control parameter action levels:
and

* procedures identifying the authority responsible for the interpretation of the data and the
sequence and timing of administrative actions required to initiate corrective action.

I I
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3.8 Foam% MAT[RIAL EXCLIsIoN

Eich utility shal have poedures to monitor for loose parts and control of foreign objects 
inhibit frening and war degradation of the tubing. This program should include the

below

3..1 Secomdauy-Skd Visual Inspecon

The progrm shold define When such inspections are to be performed. the scope of
inpection. and the inspection procedures and methodology to be used. Loose pats
or foretisn objects that arm found should be removed from the steam generators.
unless it is shown by evaluation that these objects will not cause unacceptable tube
damage. This evaluation should be maintained as part of the inspection record.
Tubes found to have visible damage should be inspected non-destructively and
plugged or repaired if the repair criteia are exceeded.

3.2 C0ontrol and Monitoring of Foreign Objects and Loose Parts

The program should include prowedures to preclude the introduction of foreign
objects into either the primary or secondary side of the steam generator whenever it
is opened (e.g.. for inspections. mpairs. and modifications).

Such procedures should include. as a minimum:

a detailed accountability for all tools and equipment used during an operation;

a appropriate controls and accountability for foreign objects such as eveglasses
and film badges:

a cleanliness requirements: and

* accountability for componcnts and parts removed from the intemals of major
components (e.g., reassembly of cut and removed components).

Utilities should have alarm response procedures for the loose part monitoring
system.

3.9 MAINTENANCE OF STEAM GENERATOR SECONDARY-SIDE INTEGRITY

Secondary-side steam generator components shall be monitored if their failure could prevent
the steam generator from fulfilling its intended safety-related function. The monitoring shall
include design reviews, an assessment of potential degradation mechanisms. industry
experience for applicability, and inspections. as necessan, to insure degradation of these
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components does no threten tube structual and leakage intcguit, or the ability of the plant
to achieve and maintain sae shutdown.

i.10 SLF AssZMEtNT

Lienses shal perfom self assessments regarding the steam generator management
progam. This review shl bc prfomed by knowledgeblC utility personil or a
conb=W with indexnt experts selected by the utility on a periodic basis. An INPO
a ssment can be used as an adjunct to the selfassessmene. The self assesment shoud
ietfy aeas for pogm improvement, along with progran strengths. The assessment
shali include all of the essenil program elerents derbed in Section 3 above.

4. 1E I TOO K

In addition to tht utility-spcific echnical specification repordng rquirements, the
folloing repos ae required:

I.,

aindon to be reported Report period
Failure to meet a perfoimance critefion dunng In acordance with time-frames
tube integrity assessment specified in O CFR 50.72/73

The number of tubes plugged in each steam 15 days after completion of the
generor inservice inspection

Information contained in Appendix D 12 months after completion of
the inservice inspection
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APPENDIX B

List or Definitions

The following definitions are provided to ensure a uniform understanding of temis used
in this guideline.

Accident Induced Leakage
Primaiv-to-secondarn leakage that occurs in a faulted steam generator as a result
of a limiting accident.

Condition Monitoring
A comparison of the as-found inspection results against the performance criteria
for structural integritv and accident leakage. Condition monitoring assessment is
performed at the conclusion of each operating cycle.

Degradation-Specific Repair Crittria
Repair criteria developed for a specific degradation mechanism and/or location,
e.g.. a degradation specific repair criteria for ODSCC at tube support plates or for
PWSCC at the tube sheet expansion.

Dttenrmiistic Approach
An approach that is based on the deterministic addition of parameter values to
detrmiine a limit.

Faulted
The state of the steam generator in which the secondary side has been
depressurized due to a main steam line break such that protective system response
such as main steam line isolation. reactor trip, safety injection. etc.. has occurred.

Limiting Accidenl
An accident that results in the largest differential pressure across the steam
generator tubes, nornally a main steam line or main feedwater line break.

B-l
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Operationsl Assessment
Forward looking prediction of the steam generator tube conditions that is used to ensure
Ihat the strictural intcgrity and accident leakage perfornance criteria will not be
exceeded during the next cycle. The operational assessment needs to consider factors
such as NDE uncertainty. indication growth. and degradation-specific repair limits.

Performance Criteria
Criteria to provide reasonable assurance that the steam generator tubing has adequate
structural and leakage integritv such that it remains capable of sustaining the conditions
of normal operation, including anticipated operational occurrences. design basis
accidents. extemal events, and natural phenomena.

Probabilistic Approach
An approach that uses probabilistic simulations. e.g.. Monte Carlo simulations, to
determine appropriate limits.

Probability of Bunt (POB)
The probability of burst of a steam generator tube if a limiting accident occurs.

Probabili- o f Detection (POD)
The probability of detecting a flaw during a steam generator inspection.

Repair Limit
An NDE parameter value at which steam generator tube repair is required. The repair
limit will be determined by either subtracting margins for NDE uncertainty and growth
from the structural limit or bv conducting a probabilistic analysis.

Normal Makeup Capadtv
The abilitv of L mikeup system to maintain reactor coolant system inventory without
the manual or autuiiidtic actuation of engineered safeguards features, e.g.. safetv
injection. Manual starting of redundant or standby pumps may be credited as normal
makeup capacit if the additional pumps are provided for in plant procedures.

[-1
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APPENDIX B (Cont'd)

Stesm Genaarr Degadation-Specific Management (S(DSM)
The use of inspecticn andor repair criteria developed for a specific degradation
mechalusrm e.g.. tiutside diameter stress corrosion cracking at tube support plates,

Stam (;entrutor Tube Rupture (SGTR)
A tubec rupture or burst is a gross failure of the ube such that tl,' fonnation of a primarn-
io-sccondarn opening with an area affiliated to that of a double-ended guillotine break
occurs For bursz te-tinz of limited length axial cracks, approximately two inches or less
in length. the phenomenon requires extension of the crack tips. In most situations.
extension of the degradation is necessary to achieve the level of openine needed.

13-:
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Lit of Acouy=s

ARC

ASME

AVt

fF1

EOC

EPIPP

GDC

GPO

F;-P0

%MSLB

MSLB-SGTR

NRC

O111CC

PO,

PWR

Ahtrantvc Repur Crnteria

AmxTa.nSo ctv of Mechanical Lngincs

All Voatic TchnoW

Codc of Fcderal Regulation

End of C% cie

Eletric Power Research Institut

Geneat Desip Criteria

Galos Per Day

nstiute of Nuclear Power Operations

I)sCTice Inspection

.Main San Line Break

Main Stem Line Break-Steam Generaror Tube Rupture

Non-Destive Examination

Nuclear Ersrz nstitutc

Nuclear Rezulatory Commission

Nuclear Steam Suply System

Outer Diaretr Stress Corrosion Cracking

Probabilir of Burst

Probability of Detection

Prcssuricd Waltr Reactor

I
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APPU C (Coe'd)

PWSCC Prcssurized Watcr Stess Corrosion Cracking

RCPB Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundarv

SF Safety Factors

SG Stam Geneaor

SO:DSMN1 Stean Generator Degradation Specific Management

SNiO P Steam Generator Management Project

SGTR Steam Generator T'_ Rupture

SI Structural Limit

SLB Steam Line Break

TR Technical Repor

TSP Tube Support Plate
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12 Month Report Content

I. Scope of inspections perfonmed.

2. Actve degradation mechanisms found.

3. NDE tcchniques utilized foT each degradation mechanism.

4. Number of tubes plugged or repaired during the ispection outage for each active degradation
mchasm. Repair mehods utilized and the number of tubes repaired by each repair
method.

5. Tot number and percentage of tubes plugged and/or repaired to date and the effective
ptugging percentage in each steam generator.

6. Deription of the tube integrity assessment.

7. Description of corrective actions implemented. if any.

8. Evaluation of crcumstances if condition monitoring tesults exceeded the previous cycle
operafional assessment.
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